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Non linear force feedback enhancement for cooperative robotic
neurosurgery enforces virtual boundaries on cortex surface
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Surgeons can benefit from the cooperation with a robotic assistant during the repetitive execution of precise targeting tasks on soft tissues, such as
brain cortex stimulation procedures in open-skull neurosurgery. Position-based force-to-motion control schemes may not be satisfactory solution to
provide the manipulator with the high compliance desirable during guidance along wide trajectories. A new torque controller with non-linear force
feedback enhancement (FFE) is presented to provide augmented haptic perception to the operator from instrument-tissue interaction. Simulation
tests were performed to evaluate the system stability according to different non-linear force modulation functions (power, sigmoidal and arc tangent).
The FFE controller with power modulation was experimentally validated with a pool of non-expert users using brain-mimicking gelatin phantoms
(8%-16% concentration). Besides providing hand tremor rejection for a stable holding of the tool, the FFE controller was proven to allow for a safer
tissue contact with respect to both robotic assistance without force feedback and freehand executions (50% and 75% reduction of the indentation
depth, respectively). Future work will address the evaluation of the safety features of the FFE controller with expert surgeons on a realistic brain
phantom, also accounting for unpredictable tissue motions as during seizures due to cortex stimulation.
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1. Introduction

Surgeons may benefit from the cooperation with a robotic as-
sistant during the repetitive execution of precise targeting tasks
on soft tissues,1,2 such as during brain cortex stimulation pro-
cedures in open-skull neurosurgery.3 These tasks include the
smooth motion of a tool (in the working volume) and its ac-
curate placement in a stable pose on the target tissues, thus re-
quiring both an intuitive guidance during approaching and a safe
and effective contact with tissue. Transparency, which quanti-
fies the ability of a robot to cooperatively follow human move-
ments without requiring any human-perceptible resistive force
drive,4 is required in the target approaching phase, to reduce the
fatigue of the user and the execution time. In the tool placement
phase, the contact between the surgical instrument and the un-
derneath tissue must be guaranteed stable, filtering hand tremor
(physiological tremor in the band 8-12Hz),5 and safe, prevent-
ing any damage to the tissue due to indentation. Also, if pre-
dictable and/or unpredictable motions of the soft organ of in-
terest occur, e.g. respectively due to breathing and pulsatility6

and/or to epileptic seizures during brain cortex stimulation in
neurosurgery,7 the robotic assistant should be able to compen-
sate them and react safely.

Touch interactions and physical contacts are critical fac-

tors during the manipulation of tissue/objects. Haptic feedback
in tele-operation and cooperative manipulation systems has been
an active area of research for several decades, although its ben-
efits in robotic surgery have not yet been assessed in terms of
clinical outcome8 and major issues have prevented its use in
a commercially available system9,10 . In particular, the intrin-
sic trade-off between stability and transparency and the chal-
lenge of sensing forces under cost, biocompatibility and ster-
ilizability constraints are still addressed. However, force feed-
back was proven to allow for tissue characterization,9,11 lower
applied forces on tissues12 and reduced unintentional injuries.13

In particular, position-based impedance controlled (admittance)
assistants, guided by the instant feedback of forces measured
at the surgical instrument, prevent damage to soft tissues and
reduce surgeon’s fatigue both for tele-operated devices, e.g. in
heart surgery,14 and for cooperative manipulation systems, e.g.
in vitro-retinal surgery15 and in assisted needle insertion in key-
hole neurosurgery.10 This strategy was proven very effective
in highly demanding surgical procedures in terms of tool po-
sitional accuracy, thus where a ”very stiff” dynamic behavior
of the robotic device is desirable. Scaled force reflection strate-
gies15,16 were developed for the Johns Hopkins’ Steady-Hand
Eye robot for in vitro-retinal surgery, where surgeons are re-
quired to perform micro scale maneuvers while safely applying
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forces that are below sensory perception. In particular, a micro-
force guided cooperative control, enforcing a global limit on the
forces applied at the robot tool tip and actively guiding the op-
erator towards the direction of lower resistance, proven to be
effective in enforcing force limits during peeling tasks.15 Also,
sclera contact location and force measurements were recently
used to adapt the remote center-of-motion (RCM) constraint in
a variable admittance controller in order to minimize the eye
motion while enabling tool manipulation inside the eye, as well
as provide useful sclera force feedback to assist the reposition-
ing of the eye.17 Position-based force-to-motion control schema
with linear force feedback enhancement were implemented also
for cooperative assisted needle insertion devices,10 thus provid-
ing the user with the haptic feeling required to detect changing
tissue properties of subsurface structures at different depths. All
the above-mentioned force tracking control approaches exploit
a manipulator with high stiffness dynamics and suffer from the
inability to provide a soft compliant behavior.18

However, this approach is not advisable for surgical target-
ing tasks, which require the repetitive execution of wide ma-
neuvers from/to a home robotic configuration, e.g. during brain
mapping procedures. In this context, a highly compliant coop-
erative manipulator is desirable to promptly react to the ap-
plied forces without resisting to the surgeon guidance, reduc-
ing the fatigue of the operator and the task execution time.2
Thus, a torque-based impedance controller is more suited.18

Impedance-controlled cooperative robots, e.g. the Acrobot sys-
tem with back-drivable joints for robotic assisted orthopaedic
surgery,19 allow the natural transmission to the user of the inter-
action forces with the environment, both for human guidance
and/or for tissue contact, without requiring direct force sens-
ing.20 Nevertheless, an enhancement of the tool-tissue kinaes-
thetic information is needed to provide haptic sensation to the
user, due to the small ranges of forces involved in the interac-
tion with soft tissues, which may be masked by the robotic me-
chanical impedance,21 reducing the user perceivable level.22 In
particular, interaction forces during indentation on swine brain
tissue were estimated below 0.2 N with a 10 mm diameter in-
dentor pushed at a depth of 10 mm.23 The maximum peak forces
during manual and robotic direct access needle insertion respec-
tively into in-vivo bovine liver and kidney were reported in the
range 0.7-0.8N.24 Parameter values used to model the brain tis-
sue with small deformation linear elastic constitutive equation
vary significantly, with Young modulus between 0.6-180kPa.25

In this work, we propose to cooperatively assist surgical
targeting task on soft tissues with a non-linear force feedback
torque control, in order to augment the surgeon skills during the
placement of the surgical instrument with respect to pure visual
feedback. The performance of the robotic assistance controller
are assessed on brain-mimicking gelatin phantoms, which are
mechanically characterized to quantitatively evaluate the tissue
damage due to the contact with the tool, thus defining a safety
criterion on the maximum force and penetration allowed dur-
ing the indentation. The performances of the robotic assistance
with and without force feedback augmentation are compara-
tively evaluated with respect to freehand task executions, both in
terms of effectiveness in preventing the insertion of the surgical
tool during the target approaching and of position/force tremor

rejection during the holding phase.
The paper is organized as follows: the proposed enhanced

force feedback loop is presented in Section II, together with the
stability analysis and the experimental performance evaluation
on brain-mimicking phantoms; simulation and experimental re-
sults are presented in Section III and discussed in Section IV.

2. Material and Methods

2.1. Torque-based impedance control

A torque-based impedance control for flexible joint manipula-
tors20 is used to provide a soft dynamic behavior of the robotic
arm during the assisted guidance. As shown in Fig. 1, the torque
input of the joint state feedback controller (τ) is computed as:

τ = τd + τe− τ̂n (1)

where τd is the desired torque vector, τ̂n is the feed forward
model-based torque vector for the compensation of the robot dy-
namics, i.e. gravity and Coriolis-centrifugal terms, and τe is the
vector of the external torques measured by the joint torque sen-
sors of the manipulator. Two different types of environmental
interaction (fe) are considered in this work:

• Human interaction forces (fh): the operator guides the ma-
nipulator applying external forces with a single-point con-
tact during the free-motion guidance phase and the instrument
placement phase, depending on his/her unknown intention of
motion;26

• Soft tissue interaction forces (ft ): the compression /indenta-
tion reaction of the soft tissue during the instrument place-
ment phase depends on its viscoelastic mechanical proper-
ties.27

Thus, the external torque vector can be written as:

τe = JT (fh + ft)+ τn (2)

where J is the Jacobian matrix of the manipulator and τn
represents the real effects of the robot dynamics. Non-idealities
of the robot dynamics model (τ̂n 6= τn) limit the maximum trans-
parency of the system.26 In fact, during the target placement
phase, which can be assumed as a quasi-static scenario, the
residual friction of the manipulator may mask the delicate inter-
action forces generated by the contact with the soft tissue. Thus,
a force feedback enhancement loop is required to provide haptic
perception to the user during tissue indentation.

2.2. Force Feedback enhancement

The robotic system is provided with a force sensor placed be-
tween the flange and the instrument to allow the direct mea-
surements of the soft tissue interaction forces (ft ). Considering a
generic augmentation function (f′t = g(ft)), the enhanced forces
are fed back in the control loop as desired torque vector:

τd = JT f′t (3)
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Fig. 1. Torque control with force-feedback enhancement.

Thus, the balance of forces at the contact point (τ = 0), as-
suming τ̂n = τn , results:

JT (f′t + ft + fh) = 0 (4)

fh =−(f′t + ft)≈−f′t (5)

considering the tissue interaction force negligible with re-
spect to the augmented force. Different force feedback enhance-
ment approaches are considered to provide augmented haptic
perception. In particular, non-linear force modulations are inves-
tigated to provide variable force resolution and smoothly apply
force saturation. The following common non-linear modulations
(f′t = g(ft)) were implemented and compared:

(i) Power function with saturation (pow):

f′t =

{ 0 ‖ft‖ ≤ ft
fs ‖f′t‖> fs

ρ(ft)
n elsewhere

(6)

where ρ is a positive scalar (ρ > 1), n is the positive expo-
nent of the polynomial function in the range (0-1], fs is a
fixed positive saturation level and ft is the minimum force
threshold accounting for the sensor measurement error. The
degree of non linearity and the curve slope are decoupled
from the range of forces defined by the saturation level, al-
lowing for 3 tuning degrees-of-freedom (dof). Despite the
continuous force modulations, their derivatives present two
discontinuities at the minimum force threshold and at the
saturation point, respectively.

(ii) Sigmoidal function (sig):

f′t =
2fs

1+ e−αft
− fs (7)

where α and ±fs represent the steepness and the horizon-
tal asymptotes of the curve respectively (2 tuning dof). The

curve derivative in the origin ( df′t
dft

∣∣∣
ft=0

) is finite and equal

to α

2 fs. However, force resolution profile and saturation are
not independent.

(iii) Arc tangent function (atg):

f′t =
2fs

π
arctan(β ft) (8)

where β and ±fs represent the steepness and the horizon-
tal asymptotes of the curve respectively (2 tuning dof). The
curve derivative in the origin is finite and equal to β

π
2fs.

However, force resolution profile and saturation are not in-
dependent.

For all approaches, the saturation level (fs) defines the max-
imum provided force feedback, thus representing the maximum
force the user has to overcome to intentionally penetrate the
tissue. In order to comparatively evaluate the above-mentioned
enhancement approaches, the tuning of the function parameters
was performed based on the following criteria:

• Maximum enhancement constraint, which provide the value
of the force saturation (fs);

• Minimum enhancement constraint, which defines the minimal
enhancement level required to provide the user with a feed-
back higher than the perceivable force (fh) before the punc-
turing point of the tissue (ft ), guaranteeing a safe contact and
indentation.

Fig. 2 shows the three different force enhancement approaches
and their parameters.

2.3. Simulation analysis for stability

In order to perform the stability analysis, the overall system was
divided in four blocks, as shown in Fig. 3. The torque control
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for flexible manipulator herein presented was proven to be pas-
sive without force feedback enhancement20 when in contact with
passive environment.

Fig. 2. Comparison of the Force Feedback enhancement modulation
approaches: power with saturation (pow), sigmoidal (sig) and arc tan-
gent (atg). The common tuning parameters, i.e. force saturation (fs),
force threshold (ft ) and minimum enhancement constraint (ft ,fh), are
also shown. For ft < 0 the plot is odd symmetric.

Assuming the soft tissue to be linear and isotropic,25 its
dynamic behavior is modeled as a II order Mass(m)-Spring(k)-
Damper(b) (MSD) system as:

f = (mẍ+bẋ+ kx) (9)

where x = 0 represents the equilibrium point on the tissue
surface, where null tissue compression/extension occurs. This
system is proven to be passive using the semi-positive Lyapunov
function (L) representing the total system energy storage (poten-
tial and elastic) as:

L =
1
2

kx2 +
1
2

mẋ2 (10)

The system power is computed as:

L̇ = kxẋ+mẋẍ = ẋ( f −bẋ) (11)

from which L̇ < f ẋ is always verified for b > 0. As well,
the passivity of the feedback loop with linear enhancement can
be demonstrated using the same approach. The stability fea-
tures of the different non-linear force enhancement controllers
were evaluated in simulation using the Matlab-Simulink (sam-
pling frequency 1KHz). In particular, the tissue MSD model was
tuned in order to simulate the indentation behavior of brain tis-
sue (m = 0.1N, b = 10Ns/m, k = 80N/m), considering a criti-
cal puncturing scenario with contact forces < 0.5N for indenta-
tion level < 5mm using a 3mm diameter indentor. These values

were confirmed by the experimental characterization protocol
performed on the brain-mimicking gelatin phantoms (see 2.4.1).

Fig. 3. Block scheme of the system for the stability analysis, where q̇
represents the joint velocities.

The force measurement error (e) was modeled using an ad-
ditive Gaussian noise (N(0,σ)) with null mean and standard de-
viation σ . The noisy force output of the tissue model is then
enhanced with the three force enhancement modulations, i.e.
power, sigmoidal and arc tangent. The stability of the modu-
lation was evaluated through the computation of the spectrum
of the enhanced force signals (Y ( f )), in order to compare the
power distribution on the fundamental frequency and harmon-
ics. The system was excited by sinusoidal position inputs at dif-
ferent amplitudes (1−7mm) and frequency (0.1−10Hz), which
span from an indentation gesture (0.1Hz) to the mean physio-
logical hand tremor (10Hz).5 A simplified simulation example
is shown in Fig. 4: the force outputs of the three non-linear en-
hancement methods are reported over time and over frequency
together with the sinusoidal force signal (amplitude = 1N, fre-
quency = 5Hz, null measurement noise) simulated as the output
of the MSD block. The harmonic distortion index (D) was com-
puted for each simulated input condition as:

D =

√
N

∑
i=2

x2
i

x2
1
·100 (12)

where x1 is the amplitude of the fundamental frequency and i is
the index running on the harmonics until the N-th order. Also,
an enhancement gain index was computed as the ratio between
the spectrum modules of the fundamental frequency of the en-
hancement method and of the force signal output of the MSD
model (f). These indexes give an estimate of the difference be-
tween the non-linear behaviors and the linear one, which was
demonstrated passive.

2.4. Experimental Protocol

The proposed control approach was experimentally evaluated
using the LWR4+ (Kuka, Augsburg, Germany), 7 degrees-
of-freedom (DoFs) flexible joint manipulator, which features
0.05mm repeatability (as per datasheet) and 1mm accuracy.28

Joint torque sensors allow the measurements of external torques
along the manipulator structure (τe). In order to distinguish be-
tween the interaction forces due to the human guidance and to
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Fig. 4. Example of a simulation results for a sinusoidal wave with 1N amplitude and 5Hz frequency without measurement noise. Comparison in
time (top) and spectrum module (bottom) of the outputs of the three non-linear force enhancement approaches (pow, sig and atg) together with the
input signal (f). The I, III and V harmonic components of the spectrum are also identified.

the soft tissue indentation, a 6 DoFs Nano43 force/torque (F/T)
sensor (ATI Industrial Automation, Apex, NC), which features
1/512N− 1/40Nmm resolution in a 9N− 125Nmm range, was
mounted between the robot flange and a straight tool (3mm di-
ameter tip), mimicking the coaxial surgical tool for brain stim-
ulation (Fig. 5). In order to compare free-hand and robotic as-
sisted task executions, the Gamma F/T sensor (ATI Industrial
Automation, Apex, NC), which features 1/80N−1/2Nmm res-
olution in a 32N − 2.5Nm range, was also used as a load cell
to measure the interaction forces on the soft material phantoms.
A 3D-printed horizontal calibration plate with two orthogonal
axes (RFP) was rigidly fixed to the load cell. As shown in Fig. 5,
the Certus optical localization system (Northern Digital Instru-
ments, Ontario, Canada) with active markers (0.1mm accuracy)
was used to track the instrument pose (RFEE ) and the calibra-
tion plate (RFCP) in the camera frame (RFC). A reference frame
with the origin coincident with the tip of the tool and the z-axis
coaxial with the tool’s principal axis (RFTCP) was defined with
respect to the end effector reference frame (RFEE ) using a piv-

oting procedure. Using a hand-eye calibration procedure,29 the
tool tip position (tP) and the force measurements of the end-
effector sensor ( f sP) and of the load cell (lcP) were computed in
RFP (using the CAD models of the printed plate).

Tests were performed mimicking the target approaching
gestures of an open-skull neurosurgical procedure using gelatin
phantoms with three different mass concentrations (8, 12, 16
%), that mimic the viscoelastic characteristics of the brain
tissue.30 The flat surface of each phantom was calibrated in
the robot base reference frame with a least square regres-
sion process on 12 points acquired with an optical pointer
(root mean square error < 0.5mm). The robotic control sys-
tem was implemented in the OROCOS and ROS frameworks
(www.orocos.org, www.ros.org) and controlled in a real-time
environment by a Xenomai patched kernel (www.xenomai.org).
Torque commands were computed at 1 kHz,20 while the F/T sig-
nals were acquired at 2 kHz. The end-effector F/T measurements
were processed with a notch filter (cut frequency 186.5 Hz, at-
tenuation -50dB) to cancel out the noise derived from the robot
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fans vibration. Also, the dynamics of the linear tool was online
compensated,31 resulting in a 0.02 N accuracy of the force mea-
surements at the end-effector.

2.4.1. Tissue characterization and FFE tuning

During brain stimulation the surgeon places the stimulators in
contact with the brain cortex. Large levels of indentation, up
to possible penetration, may cause tissue damage. In order to
quantitatively define in which range of forces penetration oc-
curs, thus identifying a safety criterion for the gelatin indenta-
tion, the gelatin phantoms were characterized in terms of punc-
turing force (f̄t ) and penetration level (pt ). The protocol included
8 trials of autonomous robotic tool insertions at four different
velocities (4− 16mm/s) performed for each gelatin at different
concentrations (8− 16%). Each gelatin phantom was kept for
at least 8 hours at a temperature of 5C before use and changed
at every experiment to avoid degradation of the material due to
the environmental temperature (25◦C). The F/T signals from the
end-effector sensor ( f sP) were processed with a first order adap-
tive filter32 to identify the peak related to the puncturing event.
The median value and the first and third Inter Quartile Ranges
(IQR 25%; IQR 75%) of the puncturing forces and the corre-
sponding penetration level among trials are reported in Table 1.
A safety level for each different gelatin concentration is identi-
fied according to the minimum puncturing force (0.4N with 8%,
0.8N with 12%, 1N with 16%). The force feedback enhancement
parameters, both for simulation and for experimental testing,
were optimized considering the critical tool insertion scenario
(8% gelatin at 4mm/s), which reports the minimal puncturing
force (mean value 0.41N at ≈ 5.5mm mean penetration) (Ta-
ble 1). Due to the residual static friction of the system (±1.5Nm
internal thresholds on the robot joint torque sensors), the mini-
mum user perceivable force (fh) during assisted targeting tasks
is strictly related to the static friction of the system (≈ 2/3N)
and was considered equal to 4N.

2.4.2. Experimental performance evaluation

The effectiveness of the proposed FFE controller was experi-
mentally evaluated during repetitive targeting tasks on a pool of
6 non-expert users. The targeting task was defined as approach-
ing an arbitrary point of the gelatin surface and holding the pose
for 2s, mimicking the basic gesture performed during the cortex
electrical stimulation. The users were asked to keep contact with
the tissue during the interaction, minimizing gelatin indentation
and preventing unwanted gelatin damage. Every user performed
8 targeting gestures in a randomized order on 8%, 12% and 16%
gelatin samples in these modalities:

• Freehand (FH): the targeting task was performed with an op-
tical pointer (3mm diameter tip); the pencil-style hand grip is
equal to the standard bipolar stimulator tools;
• Robotic assistance (RA) without force feedback;
• Robotic assistance with force feedback enhancement loop

(FFE).

Fig. 5. The experimental setup. The reference frames (RFs) of interest
are also reported.

Table 1. Results of the autonomous tool insertion protocol: (*) crit-
ical tool insertion scenario reporting the minimum puncturing force.

ft [N] 4 [mm/s] 8 [mm/s] 12 [mm/s] 16 [mm/s]

8% 0.41±0.02* 0.50±0.02 0.52±0.02 0.57±0.03
12% 0.78±0.02 0.96±0.03 1.08±0.02 1.14±0.05
16% 1.04±0.03 1.27±0.05 1.42±0.03 1.44±0.04

pt [mm] 4 [mm/s] 8 [mm/s] 12 [mm/s] 16 [mm/s]

8% 5.5±0.3* 6.3±0.4 6.4±0.2 6.3±0.4
12% 5.3±0.1 6.1±0.2 6.4±0.1 6.5±0.4
16% 5.5±0.2 6.4±0.3 6.7±0.2 6.7±0.1

In both the robotic assisted cases (RA and FFE), the user
performed the targeting tasks guiding the 3 translational DoFs of
the manipulator, while the orientation of the tool was fixed to an
initial configuration. During each trial, the force and TCP posi-
tion signals were processed, in order to detect the beginning/end
of the holding phase during the tool-tissue contact. The follow-
ing indexes of performance were evaluated for each trial:

• Mean equilibrium force (FH ): computed as the norm of the
time average of the force signal from the load cell measure-
ments (lcP);

• Mean penetration level (PH ): computed as the time average
of the signed distance from the registered surface (p), where
positive values refers to position below the surface, i.e. inden-
tation depths;

• Penetration variability (V ): computed as the root mean square
(RMS) distance from the mean penetration level PH .
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Due to the significant surface registration error (0.5mm), the
penetration measurements of each gelatin phantom was cor-
rected with an offset level, computed as the mean of the pene-
tration levels measured at the instant in which the synchronized
force signals overcomes its noise threshold (0.02N) for a time
window larger than 200ms. An exemplary trial execution for
each control modality on 16% concentration gelatin phantom
is reported in Fig. 6. The median value and the first and third
IQR were computed over different trials and different users for
FH and PH indexes. A comparative analysis of the different task
execution modalities (FH, RA, FFE) and of the different tissue
mechanical properties (8-16% gelatin concentration) was carried
out using respectively the Wilcoxon signed-rank test (p < 0.05)
and Kruskal-Wallis test (p < 0.05), both with Bonferroni-Holms
correction33 for multiple groups. The penetration variability in-
dex V was computed over trials of each user in each execu-
tion modality (FH, RA, FFE) and for each gelatin concentration
(8%,12%,16%) in order to evaluate if the variability in freehand
modality was greater than in the robotic assisted cases. The am-
plitude variability indexes among users were also computed.

Fig. 6. Exemplary force (lcP) and penetration (p) signals measured
during one targeting gesture performed by a user on 16% gelatin phan-
tom for each execution modality (FH, RA, FFE). The performance in-
dexes are also reported.

3. Results

3.1. Simulation

The harmonic distortion index D computed on the output of the
three proposed force enhancement methods is reported in Fig. 7
with respect to different amplitude and frequency of the sinu-
soidal position inputs. It has to be noted that the system transfer
function is odd, thus only the odd harmonics are excited. As ex-
pected, the distortion effects affect all three methods. Its value
with sig and atg methods increase proportionally to both am-
plitude and frequency of the input signal, showing a semi-linear
behavior for tissue indentation greater than 4mm (reaching 0.6%
and 2.5% distortion respectively at 7mm indentation). On the
contrary, the pow modulation presents a constant distortion ef-
fect (< 1.3%) for the whole simulated indentation range, result-
ing in the highest distortion for small indentations (< 5mm), due

to the presence of derivative discontinuity close to the origin.
However, the signal distortion, that potentially could affect the
system’s stability, is significantly limited for all three methods
(< 1.5%) when a realistic range of displacement is considered
for tissue indentation below the puncturing range (< 5mm). The
enhancement gain computed for each method with respect to the
input spectrum module (f) is reported in Fig. 8. The pow mod-
ulation provides greater gain for indentation below the punctur-
ing level (5mm), with enhancement factors (> 50% and > 30%)
compared to sig and atg methods respectively. In conclusion, the
control system is BIBO (Bounded Input - Bounded Output) sta-
ble.

3.2. Experiments

The results of the comparative analysis performed on the mean
equilibrium force (FH ) and penetration (PH ) indexes during the
holding phase are reported in Fig. 9. The mean equilibrium
forces FH resulted significantly smaller when the task was ex-
ecuted in FFE mode (75% quartile value below the 0.2N percep-
tion threshold) with respect to both FH and RA modes with all
the gelatin phantoms. While the comparable equilibrium forces
computed in FH and RA modes significantly increased accord-
ing to higher gelatin concentrations, no statistically significant
difference was found between the 12% and 16% gelatin phan-
toms in FFE mode (mean value < 0.1N). The FH indexes re-
sulted below the safety level identified for the different gelatin
concentration (0.4N with 8%, 0.7N with 12%, 1N with 16%).
Accordingly, the penetration depth (PH ) during FH task execu-
tions (mean value > 2mm) resulted significantly greater with re-
spect to RA (mean depth in the range (1.3− 1.7)mm) and FFE
(mean depth < 1.2mm) modes. No statistically significant dif-
ferences were found among the penetration depths on gelatin
phantoms with different concentrations both for the FH (ex-
cept for the comparison between 8% and 12% gelatins) and RA
modes. Conversely, the penetration depths on 16% gelatin dur-
ing FFE task executions resulted significantly smaller than the
other cases, with a mean penetration level comparable to the
surface registration accuracy (0.5mm). As reported in Tab. 2, the
amplitude variability computed among users on the penetration
depth (V ) signals during the holding phases in the assisted task
executions (RMS error < 0.1mm) resulted significantly reduced
with respect to the freehand modality (RMS error > 0.6mm).

Table 2. Penetration variability results: (*) the assumption
(VFH >VRA) and (VFH >VFFE ) is verified among trials and users.

V [mm] 8% 12% 16%

FH 0.8* 0.6* 0.6*
RA-FFE < 0.1 < 0.1 < 0.1

4. Discussion

In order to enhance the human-robot cooperation during target-
ing tasks on soft tissues in surgery, such as brain cortex stimula-
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Fig. 7. Simulation results. The distortion of the three force enhancement methods (pow, sig and atg) is represented with respect to different am-
plitude ((1− 7)mm) of the sinusoidal position input signal with the addition of zero mean Gaussian noise (σ = 0.02N). The distortion results of
different input frequencies ((0.1−10)Hz) are represented by the upper and lower shadow limitation for each method.

Fig. 8. Simulation results. The gains of the three force enhancement methods are represented with respect to different amplitude ((1− 7)mm)
of the sinusoidal position input signal with the addition of zero mean Gaussian noise (σ = 0.02N). The gain results of different input frequencies
((0.1−10)Hz) are represented by the upper and lower shadow limitation for each method.

tion procedures in open-skull neurosurgery, a torque controller
with non-linear force feedback (FFE) is proposed. The controller
provides enhanced haptic perception to the operator when the
surgical tool is in contact with the soft tissue. In fact, such con-
tact forces between the surgical tool and the soft tissues, e.g.
brain23 (peak forces below 0.2N) and/or liver24 (peak forces be-
low 1N), are too small to be perceived by the user during the
robotic guidance,26 due to the residual friction of the manipula-
tor. Differently from vitro-retinal surgery15 and/or needle inser-
tion procedures,10 in which the accuracy requirements are very
high in a constrained and limited working space, position-based
force-to-motion control schemes17 may not be the best suitable
solution to provide the manipulator with the high compliance
desirable during wide motion targeting tasks, e.g. brain cortex
stimulation. The proposed approach is based on a torque-based
cooperative control with a force feedback augmentation strategy,

to augment the surgeon ability in performing a safe and stable
contact with the soft tissue.

The stability analysis of the system was performed in sim-
ulation with three different non-linear force enhancement pro-
files. Although it was confirmed to be the critical function in
terms of spectral distribution due to its derivative discontinuities,
the pow modulation, i.e. power enhancement with saturation,
proved acceptable signal distortion ( < 1.5% for indentation be-
low the puncturing tissue level, 5mm), when modeling contact
with brain soft tissue (80N/m stiffness) and limited measure-
ment noise (σ = 0.02N). Since it provides the highest number
of degrees-of-freedom for specific tuning and the greatest en-
hancement gain for small indentations, the pow modulation was
implemented in the FFE controller and evaluated in the exper-
imental session. Also, the experimental proof of pow stability
would insure the stability property of the other modulation func-
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Fig. 9. Evaluation of the equilibrium force FH and penetration PH indexes using the three task execution modalities (FH, RA, FFE) and the three
different concentration gelatin phantoms (8%,12%,16%), for all trials of the 6 non-expert users. Vertical bars represent median values and quar-
tiles (25% and 75%) of performance index population. Horizontal lines represent statistically significant differences as determined in intra-group
(Wilcoxon signed-rank test, p¡0.05) and inter-group comparisons (Kruskal-Wallis test, p¡0.05) with Bonferroni-Holms correction. Also, the force
safety margin used to compute the optimal FFE control parameters (dot line, above graph) and the surface registration error threshold (dot lines,
graph below) are reported.

tions, whose distortion characteristics resulted inferior.
To comparatively assess the performance of the proposed

FFE controller in a controlled and repeatable setup, tests were
performed using gelatin phantoms at different concentrations (8-
16%), where the 8% concentration gelatin is reported to better
represents the viscoelastic properties of the brain.30 Strictly de-
pendent on the tool shape and geometry,27 the puncturing forces

measured during the gelatin characterization protocol resulted
consistent to the ranges reported in [23,24], i.e. increasing with
respect to gelatin concentration and to the tool insertion velocity.
Accordingly, a safety force criterion was considered to evaluate
the tissue damage during indentation, depending on the concen-
tration of each gelatin phantom (0.4N with 8%, 0.7N with 12%,
1N with 16%).
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The FFE controller proved to significantly reduce the
amount of forces applied to the tissue during indentation with
respect to both the freehand execution and the robotic assis-
tance without force enhancement, as shown by the equilibrium
force index FH (Fig. 9). During FH and RA task executions,
the users reach the contact equilibrium using pure visual feed-
back information, as proven by comparable penetration depths
among different concentration gelatin phantoms. Conversely,
during FFE task execution, the effect of the haptic feedback
provided to the user is shown by comparable tissue interaction
forces (FH ≈ 0.1N) and 50% reduction of the penetration lev-
els between the 12% and 16% gelatin phantoms.Although the
median equilibrium forces applied by the users in each experi-
mental condition were below the identified safety levels for each
task execution modes and no tissue penetration were registered,
the indentation with FFE was significantly reduced. The use of a
cooperative robotic assistant was confirmed to allow for a more
stable contact with respect to freehand task execution, provid-
ing hand tremor rejection due to the reduced bandwidth of the
manipulator. As supported by the simulation results, the intro-
duction of the FFE loop did not affect the stability properties of
the system during experimental tool-tissue contact, as proved by
the comparable and negligible penetration variability results re-
ported in Table 2. The estimate of the hand tremor during contact
(V > 0.6mm) resulted greater than other studies,34 but it has to
be noted that the users were asked to perform the targeting tasks
while standing and without arm support, in order to be compa-
rable to the tasks execution with robotic assistance.

It has to be noted that the experimental validation was per-
formed on static soft tissue phantoms, but in the real surgical
scenario predictable and/or unpredictable motions of the organ
of interest can occur6,.7 In this condition, the FFE controller is
expected to increase the safety of the surgical procedure, acting
as a virtual boundary during unwanted contact and preventing
tissue penetration. Tests under dynamic condition would be per-
formed in the future to evaluate this feature. Moreover, the non-
linear characteristic of the FFE controller was optimally tuned
based on a predefined safety margin (50% of the critical punc-
turing force), which strictly depends on the mechanical charac-
teristics of the specific tissue, and set constant during the con-
tact. In order to generalize the approach to softer/harder tissues,
an adaptive criterion based on the online estimate of the tissue
stiffness should be added to the FFE controller.

5. Conclusion

Non-linear force feedback torque control was presented and ex-
perimentally evaluated on a flexible joint redundant manipulator
to provide enhanced haptic perception during cooperatively as-
sisted targeting tasks in surgery. The FFE controller was proven
to allow for a tremor-free and safe contact with the tissues, pro-
viding 50% reduction of the indentation level. Future work will
address the evaluation of the FFE controller with a pool of expert
surgeons on morphologically realistic brain phantom model, in
order to exploit the possibility of realizing safety features for
cooperatively-controlled interactions with moving organs.
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